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 The name Carrié Paultre and his works are virtually absent from the Haitian Creole 
literary canon. Nevertheless, his novellas and short stories make up an important component of 
early Haitian Creole literary production, with his earliest novella published in 1965, a significant 
ten years before the publication of Dézafi by Frankétienne. In this paper, my intent is not to 
supplant Dézafi and other early Haitian Creole novels or diminish their importance, but rather to 
draw attention to a neglected wealth of Haitian Creole literature preceding the publication of 
formal novels. In doing so, I hope to open up a dialogue that explores the works of Carrié 
Paultre, their significance to Haitian Creole literature, and their value to the cultural and 
linguistic patrimony of Haiti. I specifically examine the importance of Ti-Jak by first justifying 
my categorization of it as a novella, then by discussing the literary contributions of Paultre in 
general and specifically concerning Ti-Jak, and positioning those works in their linguistic, 
national, cultural and literary contexts. To encourage the promulgation and study of Ti-Jak, I 
have produced a second, enhanced edition of the novella geared towards use both in Haitian 
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Dézafi by Frankétienne is considered the first novel written in Haitian Creole, published 
in 1975 (Valdman 40). As such, Dézafi holds an illustrious place in the Haitian literary canon. 
Prior to its publication, earlier Haitian novels had all been penned in French rather than in 
Haitian Creole, the Haitian people’s native and unifying language. Due to its groundbreaking 
status, Dézafi has assumed considerable – and exclusive – prestige in academia and popular 
Caribbean culture; Michael Merriam captured this idea in his description of the novel as “more 
deeply Haitian” than its francophone counterparts (27). While I believe that Dézafi has rightly 
achieved its fame and place in Haitian literature, I believe that the common knowledge of Haitian 
Creole literature may be incomplete in that it excludes considerable works preceding the 
publication of formal novels. An unassuming novella lies unread and unappreciated under the 
stacks of canonical and contemporary Haitian literature. This novella is Ti-Jak by Carrié Paultre. 
It was published in 1965, an important ten years before Dézafi. Individuals such as Dr. Bryant 
Freeman and Thélyson Orélien, Haitian journalist for the Huffington Post, have drawn attention 
to this proverbial lost Creole work. The cover page of the original novel identifies it as a novel, 
as does Orélien in his article. Scholars such as Jean Jonassaint, however, have questioned the 
legitimacy of this claim, pointing to the short length of Ti-Jak as disqualifying its “claim to 
fame” as the first Haitian Creole novel. In this paper I choose to classify Ti-Jak as a novella, 
acknowledging that its length does disqualify it from the novel genre but proposing that it 
nevertheless is of great literary significance, especially in light of its publication before Dézafi 
and other Haitian Creole literature. In fact, Paultre wrote prolifically and had already published 






his name – as well as his literary works – are virtually absent from Haitian literature. Unearthing 
Ti-Jak and Paultre’s other works is primordial to the Haitian literary and cultural patrimony.  
I would like to state that my intention with this paper and the following edition of Ti Jak 
is not in any way to supplant the importance of Dézafi or other Haitian Creole novels. I do not 
consider myself an expert in Haitian literature; I simply desire to draw public and scholarly 
attention to a work that has regrettably been ignored for decades and whose “discovery”, as it 
were, may be revolutionary to Haitian literary tradition. I hope that this introduction to Ti Jak 
will serve as catalyst to further research, dialogue and critique of Carrié Paultre, his work, and 
his pertinence to the study of Haitian literature.  
Justification of classifying Ti-Jak as a novella 
For my argument to have any weight, I must first establish the validity of calling Ti-Jak a 
novella. To do so, I engage with the existing discourse surrounding the work, which, though 
minimal, is nonetheless significant. Thélyson Orélien, in his article discussing Ti-Jak, referred to 
it as the first Haitian Creole novel; while in some ways I would tend to agree with this 
demarcation of the work’s genre, from a purely literary standpoint I have to admit that this 
classification is inaccurate. In that sense, I second the portion of Jean Jonassaint’s argument in 
his afterword to the 2018 English translation of Dézafi by Asselin Charles, where he states that, 
due to its short length, Ti-Jak “cannot be labeled a novel in any language or literary tradition 
despite the publisher’s identification of the work as a novel on its cover page, a claim relayed by 
Thélyson Orélien” (Afterword). However, I believe that Jonassaint’s critique of allegations about 
Ti-Jak is far too harsh in that he reduces Ti-Jak to the status of a “short story” (he similarly labels 
Paultre’s Amarant a “short narrative”) and claims that Orélien holds “confused views about 






exaggerated. Though perhaps his reference to Ti-Jak as a novel is slightly ill founded, he never 
claims to be a literary critic and is clearly writing from his position as a journalist and not from a 
rigid academic platform. Jonassaint’s critique seems to be founded in part on the supposition that 
Orélien is writing as a literary critic and promoting his ideas as academic fact which, from my 
reading of the article, does not seem to be the case. In fact, Orélien makes it clear that his goal is 
not to introduce dissent to the literary world, but rather to promote a new perspective of Haitian 
literature. The following paragraph of his article clearly establishes his intent:  
“Loin de vouloir déranger certaines personnes ou plaire à certaines autres, il 
s'agit tout simplement d'une des perspectives qui visent de remettre l'histoire à 
l'endroit, au moment des grands débats soulignant la situation des langues 
créoles et la promulgation du gouvernement haïtien de la loi sur la création 
d'une Académie du créole haïtien” (Orélien).  
Clearly, his desire is not to spark an academic conflict, but rather to shed new light on the 
understanding of Haitian literature especially with the impending creation of an Academy of 
Haitian Creole by the Haitian government. If his intention was not already clear, he qualifies his 
whole argument in his last sentence with the honest reaction “Si cela est vrai” (if that is true) in 
reaction to Professor Bryant C. Freeman’s claims that Paultre is an essential figure to Haitian 
literature and identity. I will discuss Dr. Freeman’s findings on Paultre in greater detail below.  
Having established my view that the classification of Ti-Jak as a novel is too generous 
but that its classification as a short story is equally inaccurate, I would now like to discuss why I 
consider it a novella. The Oxford World Encyclopedia defines a novella as a “short, highly 
structured prose narrative […] In modern usage, the term broadly denotes a work of prose fiction 






Terms provides further differentiation between novels and novellas: “Novels can be 
distinguished from short stories and novellas by their greater length, which permits fuller, subtler 
development of characters and themes. […] There is no established minimum length for a novel, 
but is normally at least long enough to justify its publication in an independent volume, unlike 
the short story”. The same dictionary defines a short story as “a fictional prose tale of no 
specified length, but too short to be published as a volume of its own, as novellas sometimes and 
novels usually are”.  
Considering these definitions of the novella, novel and short story, I believe it would be 
most appropriate to classify Ti-Jak as a novella. Though it is quite short in length (about 30 
pages), its organization is structured more like a novel than a short story, including chapters and 
a full development of its plot and characters; additionally, it was published as an independent 
work rather than in a collection of stories. It thus conforms to the Oxford World Encyclopedia’s 
criteria of being a “short, highly structured prose narrative”. Therefore, while I would agree that 
Ti-Jak is neither long nor nuanced enough to be a novel, its organization as well as its narrative 
content render it more characteristic of a novella than a short story. I invite further academic 
discussion regarding the literary genre of Ti-Jak, but in this work, using the above justification, I 
will refer to Ti-Jak as a novella.   
Carrié Paultre: the man and his work 
 Having examined the genre of Ti-Jak, we can now examine the content of the work itself, 
its place in Carrié Paultre’s body of work, and the author himself. In summary, Ti-Jak presents 
the story of a young country boy who attends school in the city of Saint-Marc and eventually has 
to confront the timeless choice of city or country life. Divided between family loyalties and the 






decision that will affect the rest of his life. An important secondary character in the novella in 
Mago, a young woman and Ti-Jak’s classmate. They have a mutual romantic interest, but their 
divergent life perspectives and the city-country tension lead to the dissolution of their fledgling 
relationship. The novella concludes with the melancholy line “Ti-Jak alé, Mago rantré…” (Ti-
Jak left, Mago went inside…) which leaves the reader with a sense of the permanency of Ti-
Jak’s decision to return to his country home. Pervading the novel is Paultre’s unmistakably 
didactic tone which promotes the protestant Christian faith and the development of integrity and 
strong values in youth. Although in many ways this novel seems directed towards a young 
audience due to its straightforward language and plot centered around the adolescent Ti-Jak, I 
would not go so far as to say that it is children’s literature. Several parts of the novel seem to 
suggest that it is also intended for adult readers. For example, the first chapter contains an 
account of Dézius’ (Ti-Jak’s father) conversion experience and highlights the way in which his 
treatment of his wife and lifestyle change; the first sentence of the novella even addresses the 
issue of polygamy in Haitian voodoo culture. Both of these examples seem to suggest that 
Paultre was directing his story and moral views to adults as well as to children.  
 My belief that Paultre wrote didactically for an audience of diverse ages is further 
supported by an examination of his other works. Drawing upon Dr. Bryant C. Freeman’s 
biography of Carrié Paultre in his edition of Tonton Liben, Paultre wrote with explicitly social 
and Christian objectives, first in his contributions to the monthly publication Boukan produced 
by the Comité Protestant d’Alphabétisation et de Littérature and later in his independent works. 
Freeman, who personally worked with Paultre, provides valuable biographic information about 






“Carrié Paultre was born March 8, 1924, into an old, distinguished protestant 
family of Saint-Marc, in that immediate region of Haiti where most of the 
present story [Tonton Liben] takes place. He was trained as an agronomist at 
Haiti’s agricultural school at Damien, near Port-au-Prince, after completing his 
primary education in Saint-Marc and his secondary studies in the capital. 
Beginning in 1948, he served for two years as an agronomist for the Haitian 
Department of Agriculture in the Central Plateau, but the death of his father 
necessitated his return to Saint-Marc to direct the family coffee-export 
business. Then from 1961-63 he again served as an agronomist, this time in the 
program for the development of the Artibonite Valley. However, anyone with 
too much intelligence, energy, and a sincere desire to improve the lot of his 
fellow Haitians was seen as a possible threat, and thus in late 1963, he was 
fired by the notorious President François Duvalier (‘Papa Dòk’). He was about 
to accept a tempting job offer to work in Zaire, when at the last moment came 
a call from H. Ormonde McConnell, who was so instrumental in establishing 
Haitian as a written language. This recently formed Protestant Committee on 
Literacy and Literature (CPAL) needed a well-educated Haitian Protestant to 
lead its efforts to provide written expression for the Haitian language. Carrié 
Paultre was their choice” (Freeman x).  
 Paultre’s involvement in CPAL was the catalyst for his subsequent, life-long 
devotion to the written and literary development of Haitian Creole.  He initially served as 
editor and contributor to Boukan, for which he published several short novels (or novellas 






of Bunyon’s Pilgrim’s Progress to Creole and worked with the team that produced the 
1999 Creole translation of the Bible (xi). His work for Boukan was interrupted by 
“financial and political difficulties afflicting Haiti”, but he continued to produce literary 
works until his death (xi). Freeman captures the spirit of Paultre’s work as follows:  
“All [Paultre’s works] are couched in the natural, down-to-earth style of which 
he was such a master, and continue to prove that Carrié Paultre was a born 
storyteller. All are firmly based within the Haiti he knew so well, with minute 
details of the culture’s everyday life, running the gamut from village to 
marketplace to Voodoo to the consequences of national politics. To have read 
and understood his works is to have gained a deep insight into Haitian reality, 
both good and bad” (xiii).   
 As Freeman states, Paultre’s literary works are an important, honest snapshot of 
the society in which he lived and wrote. His work is especially significant in 
consideration of the turbulent political climate and cultural conflicts he addressed. 
Though he does not address political oppression in Ti-Jak (I would refer the reader to 
Freeman’s edition of Tonton Liben for a prime example of Paultre’s political 
engagement), Paultre managed to create a vivid image of the very real trials faced by 
Haitians by way of a short and captivating novella. Ti-Jak’s literary significance becomes 
even clearer when one considers the multifaceted factors surrounding its creation.  
Writing in the Mother Tongue: why Haitian Creole literature matters  
 Drawing upon fundamental concepts from literary theory and linguistics helps to 
elucidate the complex importance of Ti-Jak. Jonathon Culler, Professor of English and 






of a literary body in any given society. While first acknowledging the essential ambiguity of 
what can or cannot be defined as literature, Culler goes on to address the linguistic significance 
of whatever production a culture views to be literary. Culler points to literature as a kind of 
anchoring and public feature of language: “Literature is language that ‘foregrounds’ language 
itself: makes it strange, thrusts it at you – ‘Look! I’m language!’” (29). He elaborates that, 
“Literature has been seen as a special kind of writing which, it was argued, could civilize not just 
the lower classes but also the aristocrats and the middle classes” (38). Dr. Luiz Carlos Moreira da 
Rocha elaborates a similar idea in stating that “literature plays a decisive role in the formation of 
both national state and standard language” (68). He highlights the intrinsic link between the 
development of a national literature and the parallel development of national identity (68). He 
approaches this concept from an international and historic perspective, stating that:  
“The conception of modern state goes back to European Renaissance when 
nations, such as France and England, achieve a certain unity that allow them to 
forge their national identity based on some convergent facts like territory, 
language, political ideology and religion. Yet it is literature the institution that 
joins them together raising the national spirit. […] This prerogative [of 
literature being a social institution] allows literature to play an important role 
and, in some cases, a decisive one in the formation of a nation. It is known that 
any country faces a struggle, normally a war, in its process of independence 
and, once independent, it starts dealing with those social institutions appointed 
above in order to ignite the process if building its cultural identity. In doing so, 
the rise of a national literature becomes paramount to fulfill the collective 






In the context of Haiti, da Rocha’s ideas regarding literature as “nation building” 
are especially relevant when we take into consideration not only the Haitian Revolution, 
but also the subsequent struggle for true national freedom in the midst of the American 
Occupation of Haiti and the Duvalier regime. Michael J. Dash, for example, analyzes 
developments in Haitian literature through the lens of national ideologies and historical 
context in his work entitled Literature and Ideology in Haiti, 1915-1961. As the work of 
Dash, da Rocha and numerous other scholars suggests, literature, ideology and national 
identity are inextricably intertwined.  
As the earlier quote from Culler demonstrates, historically many scholars have proposed 
that literature foregrounds language and “civilizes” a people, thus linking linguistic 
sophistication of a language with cultural development. Notwithstanding the hegemonic 
implications of literature as a “civilizing” agent, I believe many would agree that literature acts 
as a sort of validating agent of a culture and its language. Within this context, it is only logical to 
assume that establishing a respected body of literature will be a more difficult endeavor for 
historically undermined cultures and their languages. In other words, the colonized will 
undoubtedly have to fight harder to obtain respect for their distinct language and literature, as 
these cultures have historically been labeled inferior or “uncivilized” by Eurocentric powers. If 
literature is considered a mark of civilization, and if a certain nation or people group is 
considered uncivilized by Eurocentric forces, then the logical conclusion of the latter group 
would be that the production of a legitimate literary body by the former group is impossible or, if 
that body exists, unsophisticated. These neocolonial dynamics surrounding literature are further 






an imposed colonial language and (a) native language(s) continues. Penina Muhando Mlama 
addresses this very issue by stating:  
“But we are also aware of the historical forces that have denied or suffocated 
that right [to writing in the mother tongue] and imposed English, French or 
Portuguese, as well as the colonial and neo-colonial conditions that have 
ensured the continual dominance of these foreign languages not only in 
African literature but in other types of communication” (9).  
She further emphasizes the fact that, even when a post-colonial nation does produce a body of 
national literature, it is often produced in the language of the colonizer, which calls into question 
the intent of those authors:  
 “It has been argued that many African writers are writing for the elite rather 
than for the common men and women who form the majority of the African 
population. Thus, they choose English, French, or Portuguese, the languages of 
the elite, as opposed to African languages of the common populations” (10).  
 If we apply these concepts specifically to Haitian Creole, we note that, while Haitian 
Creole has long been used by the Haitian majority and in various aspects of Haitian society, its 
use in literature, politics and education is a relatively new phenomenon. Written Haitian Creole 
was, according to Albert Valdman, first used in the realms of religion, development, health and, 
just more recently, education (39)1. The development of a Haitian body of literature, therefore, is 
a fairly recent and revolutionary concept. Valdman points to the relatively recent standardization 
of Haitian Creole orthography, which has been important to the linguistic status of what was 






standardization of the language, I now transition from commenting on literary theory and use of 
the mother tongue to commenting specifically on the linguistic background of Haitian Creole.  
 Literary theory and neocolonial dynamics connect directly with the technical linguistic 
development of a language. Muhando Mlama elucidates this tie between linguistic development 
and neocolonial oppression by pointing out that historically it has been argued that “due to brief 
or inexistent histories, many African indigenous languages are linguistically underdeveloped 
and, therefore, ill-equipped to express the scientifically and technologically developed” (10).  
It is also worth noting that, while the tension between Haitian Creole and French can in 
many ways be compared to linguistic tensions in post-colonial Africa, creole languages carry a 
more complicated and perhaps greater subjugation. Whereas African languages existed well 
before the colonial era and are now re-emerging from neocolonial oppression, Haitian Creole 
developed in the cauldron of slavery and oppression and drew its linguistic elements from French 
and African tongues. Because it has long been considered as an inferior dialect of French, it must 
not only establish itself as a language whose breadth allows for the production of literary texts, 
but also as a legitimate language in its own right that is more than a vulgar adaptation of a 
Western tongue. Therefore, the frequent consideration of the native language of a colonized 
people as being essentially inferior to occidental languages is particularly prevalent when 
considering creole languages.  
 In a linguistic context, the classification of creole languages fosters conflicting views. 
The ambiguity of what constitutes a “pidgin” language, a “creole” language or a “normal” 
language is a point of dissension among linguists and reaches further back in time than the 






find David DeCamp’s discussion of the essential tension regarding this topic quite succinct and 
relevant to modern linguistic discourse:  
“Because there is no agreement on the definition of the pidgeon-creole group, 
there is no agreement on its membership. […] Some would reject some of 
[Hancock’s] nominations for membership in this language group, and some 
would provide additional candidates of their own. Is Yiddish a creole? Is the 
language sometimes used by Italian immigrants in the United States a true 
pidgin? Were Middle English and Old French once creoles? Both at their 
professional meetings and in their publications, linguists debate such 
questions” (4).  
 Drawing upon the ideas DeCamp presents, I propose that the most important idea to 
draw from scholarly works regarding pidgins and creole languages is not a more definite idea 
of what constitutes either of those language groups, but rather an understanding of the 
essential ambiguity of either category and the arbitrariness with which labels can be assigned 
to certain languages. I suppose that my approach to the topic is therefore more sociological 
than linguistic, especially in the context of this specific discussion of Haitian literature. 
Whether one identifies Haitian Creole as a pidgin2, a creole or a full-fledged language of its 
own right, the relevance of such labels appears in discussions such as the one I am presenting 
that address the social and literary implications of such labels.  
 The formal written structure of the Haitian language at the initial time Paultre wrote was 
still relatively undeveloped and heavily influenced by French orthography. This is evidenced in 
the obvious shift we see in Paultre’s orthography when comparing his earlier works (such as Ti-






of standardization). Valdman’s work on Haitian writing systems provides a helpful visual 
summary of the evolution of Haitian orthographic systems throughout the twentieth century (see 
Appendix A). Another important linguistic work not included in this chart is the formal grammar 
guide to Haitian Creole published by Robert A. Hall in 1953, who worked in collaboration with 
other scholars, most notably the well-known Haitian anthropologist Alfred Métraux.  Positioning 
Ti-Jak in this chart and considering the orthographic patterns observed in the text, Carrié 
Paultre’s writing at that point (1965) most reflects the Office nationale d’alphabétisation et 
d’action communautaire (ONAAC) orthography, though still maintaining some elements of 
older orthographic systems. For example, Paultre had already done away with the circumflex on 
vowels (see Appendix B for a sample of his writing in the original Ti-Jak text). His writing in 
Creole represents significant linguistic progress, especially when we compare it to older Haitian 
texts (see Appendices C and D for examples). Comparing these older texts with Paultre’s 
writing, the most notable differences are Paultre’s removal of the now superfluous circumflex 
accent; he does, however, still use the acute accent on the vowel “e” which is in accordance with 
the ONAAC orthography. Though the linguistic details of Paultre’s writing are not my particular 
focus in this research, I have made the aforementioned distinctions in order to understand the 
written form of Creole captured in Carrie Paultre’s Ti-Jak in its orthographic context. This 
linguistic perspective is pertinent to an appreciation of the text not only as a literary milestone for 
Haitian culture, but also as unique linguistic documentation of the Haitian Creole language.  
Writing for the people and the African past: Paultre’s unique style 
 Returning to the concepts presented earlier in citing Muhando Mlama, we can begin to 
understand how Ti-Jak fits into the bigger picture of Haitian culture and the liberation of literary 






Haitian literary canon will show us that the greater part of Haitian literature has been defined by 
an author’s ability to master the French language and subsequently produce works reminiscent of 
Western literary traditions, even while thematically reflecting uniquely Haitian realities. I refer 
the reader to several of the prominent guides to Haitian literature listed in my bibliography to 
understand the exclusively French content of Haitian literature throughout the first half of the 
twentieth century; these guides include the Department of National Education’s 1961 illustrated 
manual of Haitian literature and the Guide pour l’Etude de la Littérature Haitïenne published in 
1964, just one year before Paultre published Ti-Jak (Pompilus; Fouche). Even those literary 
movements of the twentieth century heavily defined by a return to African roots, such as 
Negritude and Indigenism, were constrained to the medium of the colonizer’s tongue, and only 
occasional poetic use of Creole phrases lessened the reliance on the French language (see Dash’s 
Literature and Ideology in Haiti: 1915-1961 for a survey of these movements). I should point out 
that I am not suggesting that those Haitian authors who wrote in French were rejecting their 
Haitian identity or conforming to colonial ideologies, or that their writing is less Haitian for 
being written in French. What I hope to convey is an idea of the dominance of the French 
language in traditional Haitian literature and how that pattern makes the introduction of literary 
works written in Haitian Creole all the more significant. Much more than simply the use of a 
different language, literary production in Haitian Creole holds significant social and political 
weight. To elaborate upon this idea, I draw on the ideas of various African scholars in whose 
nations exist a linguistic situation similar to that of Haiti.  
 In reference to Kenyan author Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o’s revolutionary decision to produce 
novels in his native language, Gĩkũyũ, rather than in the colonial language English, Simon 






decolonizing the African mind” when it “can be shown to possess innate liberating qualities 
beyond its pragmatic function” (37). Through his writing, Ngũgĩ also reworked the “whole 
discourse on national identity in Kenya; a discourse which, in its most tendentious form, 
assumed that a viable sense of national identity demanded the suppression of regional and ethnic 
languages and cultural practices” (21). Ngũgĩ is cited as stating that “An African writer should 
write in a language that will allow him to communicate effectively with peasants and workers in 
Africa; in other words, he should write in an African language” (Mbele 49).  
 Strides towards literary production in Creole were already being made at the dawn of the 
twentieth century, spurred on especially by sociopolitical factors. In his introduction to Tonton 
Liben, Freeman states that:  
“On an intellectual level, Haitian-language literature can be seen as part of a 
raising of consciousness, a feeling of self-respect which had its most tangible 
beginnings in the 1920s with the work of scholars and leaders such as Dr. Jean 
Price-Mars. Spurred on in no small part by the emotional shock of the U.S. 
Occupation, an entire generation of Haitian thinkers came to realize that they 
were Haitian’s and not merely displaced Frenchmen. With this realization 
came a new awareness of their own cultural heritage, including two of Haiti’s 
unique traditions: the Haitian language, and Voodoo. However, for a society 
and a language to achieve a full sense of dignity was required the sanctification 
which only the written word can confer. […] Haitian reality had long been 
expressed, but in French, a language essentially foreign to the Haitian masses. 






Not only did Paultre choose to write in the popular language (Creole) rather than the elite, 
political, academic one (French), but he also chose to write in a clear, unadorned narrative style, 
which despite its relative simplicity still ties in cultural nuances, folkloric style, and traditional 
proverbs that would be understood and appreciated almost exclusively by the common Haitian 
population. The content as well as the form of his writing are down-to-earth and clearly directed 
to his own people; all of his novellas are narrative portrayals of realistic situations lived by 
common people. Tonton Liben (1982) exemplifies the style of his writing as a kind of written 
version of the folkloric Haitian tradition of storytelling. The first chapter of this novel ends with 
the elder Bòs Dò taking his pipe out of his mouth and launching into his oral telling of the 
account of Tonton Liben, which makes up the content of the rest of the novel (Paultre 4). In 
Paultre’s writing is none of the Western literary traditional, none of the flowery descriptions, 
none of the pretentious portrayals of mastery of the colonizer’s language so evident in many 
Haitian works produced in French.3 Carrié Paultre wrote, indisputably, for the Haitian.  
 Very evident in Paultre’s writing is the profound influence of Haitian (and, at its root, 
African) oral tradition and patterns of proverbial speech. Here I reference more studies that have 
been done on the re-appropriation of African languages through literature. Adélékè Adéèkó calls 
attention to the specific example of the use of proverbs in the Yoruba language, which stands out 
in unique contrast to its use of European languages:  
“In Yoruba language, proverb is not word’s proxy – ‘for verb’ – as suggested 
in Latin, but the ‘horse’ of words. The critical import of this difference is often 
missed by anthropologists and philogists who believe that proverbs are good 
transmitters of either ethnic wits-dom and/or wisdom. They regard proverbs as 






constraints and attendant sociological influences. […] In Yorùba language 
however, òwe (the proverb) is the figure of figuration itself” (110).  
 To illustrate this conceptual difference between the Western and the African proverb, 
Adéèkó gives an example of a Yoruba proverb whose translation is: “a proverb is the horse of 
words, if a word is lost, we use a proverb to search for it” (this “horse” is the concept to which he 
referred in the above block quote) (111). This commentary on the oral tradition of the Yoruba 
language is relevant to the study of Haitian Creole literary productions, as Yoruba and Ewe 
peoples formed the majority of Haitian afro-ancestors: “[…] many Fon and Ewe-speaking 
Dahomeyans ended up in slavery and formed the majority of the labor force in the then-booming 
sugar industry of French Saint Domingue, today’s Haiti” (Fandrich 781). Roger Blench affirms 
that “Haiti and Cuba in particular have remained reservoirs of the Niger-Congo languages up to 
the present [Yoruba being a Niger-Congo language]” (123). The influences of these African 
people groups are multifaceted, extending from religion to cultural practices to language. The 
importance of proverbs to the Haitian Creole language is a factor understood by scholars who 
have studied the Haitian language; Robert Hall, for example, enumerated 215 proverbs and 124 
riddles common to the Haitian language in his grammar book (189-209). The use of proverbs by 
Carrié Paultre is one element of his writing that creates a specifically “Haitian feel”, especially 
when coupled with the narration style reminiscent of oral storytelling. Due to these 
characteristics and the fact that he chose to write in Creole, Paultre’s writing carries significant 
ideological weight in that it conforms neither in form nor in content to a Western model.  
Conclusion  
Having briefly examined the literary, linguistic, historical, ideological and cultural factors 






comparison to the first-ever Haitian novel written in French. This we know to be Stella by 
Eméric Bergeaud, published in 1859. Lesley Curtis and Christen Mucher, in their introduction to 
their English translation of Stella, thought it important to note that, though Stella is the first 
Haitian novel, it is by no means the first piece of Haitian literature. They state: 
“While Stella has the honor of being Haiti’s first novel, Haitians were active 
producers of literature – including long works of fiction – before 1859. Hérard 
Dumesle’s Voyage dans le nord d’Hayti, ou Revelations des lieux et des 
monuments historiques (1824), for example, recounts a story of travel that is, at 
least somewhat, fictionalized. La Mulâtre comme il y a beaucoup de blanches 
(1803), an epistolary novel written by an anonymous women from Saint-
Dominingue, could also merit the title of Haiti’s first novel, although it was 
published before independence. Stella emerged from a rich literary context in 
which public discussions of politics and history, and the relationship between 
story and history, were inextricable” (xxii-xxiii). 
I find it important to include these comments to provide a broader, more thorough context 
of Haitian literature in order to understand Ti-Jak’s place therein. Additionally, I believe there 
are important parallels between findings regarding Haitian literature in French and my current 
proposals regarding Haitian Creole literature. Essentially, Curtis and Mucher capture in their 
introduction to Stella the exact idea I hope to capture in this paper. Just as they emphasize the 
importance of French literary precursors to Stella, I hope to emphasize the importance of Creole 
literary precursors to Dézafi. Without in any way questioning the validity of Dézafi’s illustrious 
status in Haitian literature, I insist that it is absolutely essential to recognize that this novel 






a rich literary context” of Haitian works in French. Ti-Jak. Carrié Paultre, and this author’s other 
works are an important part of this early Creole literary context. Doubtless, there are other, 
unsung early Haitian Creole authors that I have neither the time nor the expertise to address here. 
I have in no way thoroughly examined this “rich literary context” of Haitian Creole works 
preceding Dézafi and other critically recognized Haitian Creole novels, but I hope that the ideas I 
have presented here will inspire other scholars to do so. Finally, I would like to return to da 
Rocha’s analysis of the role of literature in a nation and his conclusion in which he emphasizes 
“how important literature is for shaping the spiritual, social, psychological and artistic profile of 
any nation and, in the end, the treasures are ours to share” (77). I hope I have introduced Carrié 
Paultre sufficiently enough to illustrate the multifaceted importance of his literary contribution. 
In opening Ti-Jak, the reader is in fact opening a forgotten tome of Haitian Creole literature that 
provides new insights into what it was like to be a Haitian in Paultre’s era. In unearthing Ti-Jak, 

















1- Valdman identifies the traditional use of Creole and the relatively recent standardization 
of the language by stating: “Concernant la standardisation du CH [Créole Haitien], s’il a 
fallu une quarantaine d’années avant que l’unanimité se fasse dans le choix d’une 
orthographe autonome, la forme écrite – la scripta –  utilisée largement au cours de la 
même période dans les domaines de la religion, de la santé, du développement rural et 
communautaire, et, plus récemment, de l’éducation, présente une homogénéité 
surprenante eu égard à l’absence d’institutions normalisatrices” (39). For further 
elaboration on the standardization of Haitian Creole, see the article “Vers la 
standardisation du créole haïtien” as cited in the bibliography.  
2-  It is worth pointing out that Haitian Creole is certainly beyond the pidgin stage. The 
literature on this theme is vast, but I would refer the reader to the articles “Creolization: 
Elaboration in the Development of Creole French Dialects” by Albert Valdman and 
“Processes of Pidginization and Creolization” by Robert Le Page as just two examples of 
works that examine the linguistic differences between pidgins and creoles. Modern 
linguists would unequivocally cast down any argument proposing that Haitian Creole is a 
pidgin rather than a creole.  
3- - Again, I would like to reiterate that my intent is not to devalue Haitian literature written 
in French. In fact, I recognize that writing in the colonizer’s language can also be used to 
subvert neocolonial hegemony by demonstrating the mastery and subsequent 
nontraditional use of a Western language. Here I point to the essentially rebellious use of 
the French language so characteristic of Haitian Indigenism and Negritude. J. Michael 






literature of the early twentieth century (72). He states that: “[…] this interest in a racial 
mystique and African culture did have a more serious side to it. The Haitian desire for 
cultural authenticity was encouraged by both the mystico-nationalist creed of some 
French thinkers at this time as well as the growing number of ethnological works on 
African culture” (72). Dash also draws a link between Haitian Indigenism and the Harlem 
Renaissance, which two movements shared the link of striving for racial and cultural 
liberation (73). Similarly, citing a few verses from Ignace Nau’s “Basses-Pyrénées”, 
Dash highlights a breaking with Western culture in Haitian literature: “The contrast of 
‘soleil sans rayon’ and ‘ciel (resplendissant) de ma patrie’ suggests the opposition of the 
vitality of Haiti with the grey inclemency of Europe – an opposition that would be 
elaborated on a century later in the Negritude movement” (14). I include these examples, 
which are just a brief glance at Haitian literature, to emphasize that I do not believe that 
Haitians who wrote in French were rejecting their Haitian heritage to embrace a Western 
identity; the reality is quite the contrary. In fact, the use of a Western language may 
indeed signal the author’s intent to question European domination by allowing him to 
address a wider audience and, indeed, to address the very colonizer through use of the 
imposed language. Muhando Mlama points out that a consequence of writing in a mother 
tongue is that one must often sacrifice the possibility of international readership, as the 
audience for works written in a native language is generally limited to that native 
population (11). Therefore, using a Western language may also be considered 
instrumental to propagating new ideas, even, paradoxically, ideas that condemn the 
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Comparison of the representation of vowels and semivowels of Haitian Creole in three different 
































































Part of a fable taken from George Sylvain’s Cric? Crac! (Hall 219) 































Sample from Hall’s Haitian Creole-English glossary (Hall 253) 
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La première édition de cette nouvelle a été publiée par le Comité 
Protestant d’Alphabétisation et de Littérature, Port-au-Prince, Haïti, 1965. 
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Les œuvres de Carrié Paultre 
Ti Jak (1965) 
Lerison (1966) 
Amarant (1967-68) 
Kote Wout la ye? (1968) 
Mànwela (1969-71) 
Tonton Liben (1975-76) 
Wòch nan Solèy (1981-82) 
Woman Labadi: Si m te konnen (1982-83) 
Se konnen ki fè (1984-85) 
Depi nan Ginen (1985-87) 
Nikola, Moun Senmak (1987-88) 
Lavalas pa ka pote l ale (1989-90) 
Andeyò Lakay te pi bon (1990-91) 
Timepriz (1974-incomplet) 
Zèt Lakay Granpapa l (1991-92) 
Kazal (1996) 
1999 Edition de la Bible en Créole 
 
 
Pour accéder à quelques textes gratuits par Carrié Paultre, veuillez visiter cette bibliothèque 
électronique de l’Institut des Études Haïtiennes de l’Université de Kansas : 
https://kuscholarworks.ku.edu/handle/1808/10884 
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Carrié Paultre est né le 8 mars, 1924 dans une famille distinguée de Saint-Marc, 
Haïti. C’est là dans sa ville natale que la majorité de ses histoires fictives ont lieu. Il a 
été formé en tant qu’agronome à Damien, près de la capitale et il a ensuite passé deux 
ans travaillant pour le Départment Haïtien de l’Agriculture. Quand son père est mort, 
il a dû retourner à Saint-Marc pour aider sa famille avec son commerce de café. Il a 
travaillé encore comme agronome pour l’Artibonite de 1961 à 1963. Cependant, à 
cause de ses fortes convictions politiques et religieuses, François Duvalier l’a licencié. Il 
a été sur le point de se déplacer au Zaïre quand Ormonde McConnell (créateur de 
l’orthographe du créole haïtien de 1940) lui a demandé de s’intégrer dans son projet 
pour l’établissement du créole comme une langue littéraire. Le travail de Paultre s’est 
d’abord concentré sur la production de Boukan, une publication mensuelle du Comité 
Protestant d’Alphabétisation et de Littérature dont Paultre a été l’éditeur et l’écrivain 
principal. L’écriture de Paultre dans Boukan, de même que dans ses œuvres ultérieures, 
a été fortement influencée par ses croyances chrétiennes, ayant comme but principal 
l’évangelisation. En fait, il a été l’un des traducteurs de l’Édition de la Bible en créole 
produite en 1999. L’ensemble de son écriture – y compris les articles de Boukan, ses 
traductions, et ses nouvelles originales – est vaste, et Dr. Bryant C. Freeman, qui a 
connu l’auteur, a écrit que certains gens l’appelaient « le Balzac haïtien ». Une semaine 
après que Dr. Freeman a collaboré avec Paultre sur un projet, l’auteur est mort 
soudainement. Des centaines de gens ont assisté à ses funérailles à Port-au-Prince. Bien 
qu’aujourd’hui ses œuvres ne soient pas trop répandues dans le monde littéraire, il est 
clair que Paultre a eu une influence importante sur sa génération et sur les missions 
protestantes. L’élément charactéristique de l’écriture de Paultre est une représentation 
honnête de la vie quotidienne haïtienne, accentuée par l’inclusion des proverbes, un 
schéma narratif qui fait penser à la narration orale, et un ton didactique qui condamne 
la corruption politique et morale et promeut les mœurs chrétiennes.   
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La littérature créole perdue : Une introduction à Ti-Jak  
 
Vous ignoriez probablement le nom Carrié Paultre avant d’ouvrir ce petit livre. 
Cependant, c’est l’homme qui a catalysé la production des premiers textes littéraires en 
créole. L’orthographe du créole haïtien n’a pas été regularisée qu’après la deuxième moitié 
du XXe siècle et la langue écrite était pratiquement limitée à la production des brochures 
missionaires ou à la traduction des textes occidentaux. La production des oeuvres 
littéraires est une étape primordiale dans le développement linguistique et culturel de toute 
langue et l’accorde un statut social élévé. La production d’une littérature en créole est 
particulièrement significative, car elle est symbolique d’une certaine libération de 
l’hégémonie et des idéologies occidentales et affirme la valeur du créole comme une langue 
indépendante avec son propre vocabulaire et sa grammaire, séparée de la langue française ; 
bien plus qu’un simple « dialecte », le créole illustré dans les œuvres de Paultre représente 
une richesse qui mérite d’être préservée comme un patrimoine linguistique et culturel.  
Considérant le poids des œuvres littéraires dans le développement culturel et 
linguistique d’une langue, les premières productions littéraires en créole ont une 
importance indéniable. Certes, les romans reconnus comme tels, par exemple Dézafi par 
Frankétienne, ont reçu des éloges et du prestige international. Cependant, les premiers 
romans écrits en créole ne sont pas forcément les premières œuvres littéraires en créole. Il 
existe des œuvres littéraires précédentes comme Ti-Jak, un court récit, qui a été publié dix 
ans avant la publication de Dézafi. Donc, en reproduisant cette édition de Ti-Jak, mon 
souhait est d’attirer l’attention publique à une œuvre créole qui n’a pas reçu la 
reconnaissance qu’elle mérite. Ce récit, qui pourrait être classifié dans le genre littéraire de 
la nouvelle, est un découvert révolutionnaire pour la littérature haïtienne. Mon intention 
n’est pas de diminuer l’importance de Dézafi et d’autres romans créoles, mais plutôt de 
dévoiler une étape oubliée dans le développement de la littérature haïtienne. Je vous laisse 
à la lecture de cette nouvelle charmante pour formuler vos propres opinions concernant sa 
place appropriée dans la littérature haïtienne.     
Pour ceux qui s’intéressent plus précisement à l’aspect linguistique de ce texte, il est 
évident que Carrié Paultre a écrit cette nouvelle à une époque différente. Par 
conséquent, l’orthographe et l’usage du créole haïtien dans cette nouvelle sont différents 
que dans leurs équivalents modernes. Dans l’effort de conserver l’exactitude historique et 
linguistique du texte, j’ai laissé les paroles en tant que telles. Mes éditions alors ne traitent 
que des fautes accidentelles et des manques d’homogénéité dans l’orthographe de quelques 
paroles dans la premiere édition (veuillez regarder la page 32).  
J’espère que vous allez profiter de cette nouvelle et que vous allez ensuite faire plus 
de recherche à propos de cet auteur si important dont le nom est malheureusement absent 
de la littérature haitienne. C’est à vous de ressusciter son nom dans le monde académique 
et littéraire, si vous en avez la conviction.  
 
 
Jeana Danaé Clocksin  
The College at Brockport : State University of New York 
 




 Li pa fasil pou ou jouinn gnou nonm an déyò ki viv ak yon sèl fanm. Pi fò moun 
yo lévé nan vodou. Yo konnin ké gnou gason fèt pou gin mézi fanm kouraj li kapab 
okipé. Pou yo, sé gnou bagay ki tou naturèl paske Danbala li-minm gin anpil fanm.  
 Pou Dézius, sé pat minm bagay. Chak foua li té gin gnou pitit, kou pitit la pral 
fè dan li mouri. Gin gnou konpè li ki fè li konprann ké sé pa lòt bagay ké manjé yap 
manjé ti moun yo nan katié koté li rété a. Pou li sa sové yo, li alé nan Sud konsulté 
gnou gangan.  
 Pandan l-ap vouayajé, li rankontré gnou nonm ki konvèti li nan lévanjil. 
Tounin li tounin, li voyé tout lòt médam yo alé é li rété ak Katri-n ki té fèk gin Ti-Jak. 
Mézanmi, lè Katri-n ouè ki jan lévanjil la té fè Dézius tounin gnou lòt moun, li 
sézi. Dézius te chanjé nèt, li pat bouè tafia ankò, li pat bay madanm li kou, li pat chaché 
moun kont, li té suspann bat kòk é li pat alé nan plézi banbou. Lè sa dominin Katri-n 
tròp, li chaché é li jouinn paròl la tou.  
Apré ké Dézius ak Katri-n té vini gin gnou ti fi ak gnou lòt ti gason, yo béni bag 
ansanm. Konsa, la kou Dézius té réspékté nan tout séksion an. Ti moun yo tap grandi 
épi tout bagay té maché san tèt chajé.  
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Kou Ti-Jak kòmansé gro ti nèg, yo mété li lékòl ka frè Prévilus prédikatè nan 
éstasion an. Pat gin anpil ti moun, min sé té gnou lékòl sérié. Piti Piti, Ti-Jak tap 
maché.  
Chak samdi matin, dépi prémié chan kòk, Katri-n lévé, li sélé milèt la, li fè chaj 
li épi li alé vann nan maché. Lè li ap rétounin, li poté tout bagay pou kay la. Gin dé jou 
li poté ti popé toual ak mab pou ti moun yo. Gnou jou, li té poté toua ti zin mouch ak 
gnou lign frans pou Ti-Jak péché téta ak zangi nan la riviè ki pasé bò chémin an.  
Nan kay la chak moun té gin travay li. Ti moun yo konnin pou yo alé nan dlo 
avan yo alé lékòl. Lè yo tounin apré-midi, sé pou yo ouè si tout poul paré pou monté 
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Chapit 2  
 
Viv andéyò pa minm bagay ak viv lavil. Nan lavil la gin tout bagay pou fè kè ou 
kontan. Gin anpil moun nan laru, machann apé pronminnin tout sa gnou moun 
bézouin, oto yo tankou foumi fou apé alé vini. Konsa ou pa santi si tan an apé pasé. 
Andéyò minm, sé nan ou-minm minm pou ou jouinn fòs pou ou viv. Tout bagay frèt 
nèt, sé lè ti zouazo chanté ak lè ti van souflé, ké ou konprann ké tan an apé maché. Sa fè 
tou, andéyò ninpòt ki ti bagay, sé gnou pakèt afè. Véyé, lantèman, mariaj, apantaj, 
kinbé vòlè, vann bèf, anfin tout sa ki pa fèt souvan sé gnou lévènman. Sé konsa, Ti-Jak 
gin dé bagay ki rété gravé nan tèt li é ki pap janm sòti.  
Men nan tout bagay, sa li pi rinmin sonjé, sé épòk lè fèt noèl apé vini. Chak ané 
yo toujou fè gnou ti fèt pou élèv lékòl du dimanch nan éstasion an. Pou ti moun yo 
kapab konnin chan yo ak pouézi yo byin, yo oblijé kòmansé préparé fèt la dépi nan 
moua oktòb. Bagay sa a, ti moun yo konsidéré sa tankou gnou ti gouté ké yap fè avan 
manjé a paré. 
Chak apré-midi, tout moun ki apé joué nan fèt la gin pou rété apré lékòl fini 
lagé. Lè sa a, ti moun yo profité pou yo fè dézòd. Gin dé jou yo poté grinn sablié ki 
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pako pété épi kou frè Prévilus viré tèt li, yo frapé li nan panno a, li fè yon bri tankou si 
sé té gnou péta. Kan konsa, frè Prévilus move, li voyé yo mété ajénou.  
Jou fèt la minm, dépi solèy panché, tout moun pran bèl rad yo ak bèl soulié yo 
épi yo alé bò la riviè fè toualèt yo. Lè tout moun byin bròdè, yo alé nan fèt noèl la. 
Toujou gin dé zou toua moun ki sòti nan légliz lavil la pou vini édé nan fèt la. Yo poté 
bagay ké frè Prévilus té bay achté ak lajan ki té rantré pandan lané a. Gin bonbon ak 
surèt vlopé nan papié fin tout koulè, gin ti mouchoua, ti barèt, dé bèl ti pòtré ki gen 
vèsé bib la ékri anba yo. Pou yo kapab fè lab dé noèl la, yo pran gnou bèl branch boua 
dòm, yo mété li kanpé épi yo koré li ak ròch. Yo dékoré li ak gnou pakèt ti bagay kléré 
épi yo kroké anpil bouji sou li. Lè yo fini résité pouézi épi yo fini bay tout moun jouèt 
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Chapit 3  
 
Dézius pat fini trò mal nan zafè li, pas ni li, ni Katri-n madanm li, sé pat moun 
ki té pè bay kò yo traka. Dépi avan jou, tou lé dé kanpé nan travay ; madanm sou trafik, 
misié nan jadin.  
Fè jadin gin mèt li. Tout moun travay la tè, min tout moun pa travay minm jan. 
Sa ki pi inpòtan nan jadin, sé kozé dat la. Dépi dat planté rivé, nan pouin pèdi tan, sé 
séré kolé pou fini planté avan dat la pasé. Ké sé diri, ké sé poua ou ma-i, fòk ou travay 
vit. Tout ladrès Dézius sé la li yé, dépi dat planté rivé, tout moun nan kay la, zannanna 
kou pingouin, fèmin anba travay.  
Si Dézius fè 3 jou kounbit nan gnou séminn, ak 40 ou 50 nèg, pi piti pou planté 
sé 3 karo tè ; minm si sé patat lap bité. Pouki sa ? Paské sé moun ki konnin minnin 
travay ; nan pouin moun apé viré ron, chak moun gin gnou travay pou li fè.  
Sé Katri-n ak lòt médam nan voizinaj la ki okipé kanbiz la. Provèb la di : « Sak 
vid pa kanpé ». Nou tou konprann ké pou moun yo fè tout travay sa a, fòk manjé a 
kòrèk. Dlo kafé ak kasav granm ti matin, bougnon aransò vè di zè épi a toua zè ; viann, 
bannann, diri, pitimi, ma-i moulin ak sòs poua.  
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Rès moun yo minm yo sou kont Dézius. Li fè yo fè toua pòsion ; gnou pou bat 
tè a, sé li-minm ki gin plis moun ; gnou lòt ap koupé tranché ou lévé dig, sa dépan dé ki 
sa yap planté ; épi gnou dènié group ap kouri plan si sé patat, ou répiké si se diri. Nan 
dènié ékip sa a, sé la pou ou jouinn rès fanm ki pa nan kanbiz la épi tout vié gran moun 
yo.  
Nou pa bézouin di ki jan Ti-Jak kontan lè épòk sa a rivé. Nan pouin alé lékòl, 
paské dépi lavèy, lè Katri-n soti fè provizion nan maché, li pasé di frè Prévilus ké Ti-Jak 
pap vini lékòl, yo bézouin li pou kounbit la.  
Jou kounbit la minm, dépi pipirit chanté, tout moun kanpé. Dènié ti konmision 
ki pou fèt, sé Ti-Jak. Sa ki pi dous, sé lè papa li di : « Pou ou kapab fè pi vit, prété 
choual mouin an ». Nou pa bezwen mandé si nèg la lagé. Li tèlman présé, ké li pa pèdi 
tan sélé. Li annik pasé gnou fo panno sou do bèt la épi li dérapé. Sou tout rout la, misié 
ap chèché tout koté pou li ouè si zanmi li yo ki soti nan dlo pap rankontré li. Lè sa a, 















 Ti-Jak pat gnou ti nèg ki té intélijan anpil. Min sa ki té bon nan li, sé ké, sa lap 
fè sé li lap okupé. Lè sé joué, li mété tout kè li la dan. Min lè sé étudié, li blié tout lòt 
bagay. Konsa, li té toujou konnin léson li. Préparé ékzamin sètifika pat gnou problèm 
pou li. Gnou sèl bagay ki té gnou ti jan fè li pè, sa té kozé dikté a. Pou kalkil la minm, sa 
té rélé li chin mèt, « chin mètrès ».  
Fòk nou rékonnet tou ké ak frè Prévilus, nan pouin pa travay. Dépi dézièm 
trimès la kòmansé, li kinbé klas sètifika a tòt. Yo pat anpil, sé 6 ti moun yo té yé ; 2 ti fi 
ak 4 ti gason. Lè sé révizion, sé ak la bru-n li lagé ti moun yo ; san konté lé samdi apré-
midi li fè yo vini.  
Sé toujou nan kay « Lékòl frè yo » ékzamin sètifika a fèt. Sé sa ki fè ké tout élèv 
ki soti nan lékòl andéyò, oblijé alé pasé séminn ékzamin an lavil la. Pou Ti-Jak, sé pat 
gnou problèm, paské Dézius pat manké koté pou li voyé li. Pratik danré li yo toujou 
résévoua li kòrèk. Si li vlé tou, li konnin désann la kay parinn nòs li, bòs Iram, sa ki gen 
boutik ébénis sou maché a. Li gin gnou ti gason minm laj ak Ti-Jak yo rélé Pravièl ki 
pral nan ékzamin an tou. Sé la kay nèg sa a ké Katri-n minnin Ti-Jak fè la désant. Dépi 
nan la vèy, yo ranjé rad Ti-Jak nan ti malèt zink papa li a, épi yo fè gnou bèl provizion 
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ki gin tout bagay ; diri, poua, yam, patat, bannann ak gnou bèl kòk pou Ti-Jak poté pou 
moun koté li alé désann nan.  
Sé pa prémié foua Ti-Jak vini lavil. Lè Katri-n ap vini vann anpil diri, sé li minm 
li toujou minnin pou véyé vòlè nan maché a. Min, sé prémié foua li vini fè tout jou sa 
yo. Lè Ti-Jak fini paré, li alé di papa li orévoua. Dézius santi li rich kan li gadé pitit 
gason li ; li tèlman kontan, li fè li kado 5 pias.  
Ti-Jak rivé lavil la, solèy la pat ko prèt pou kouché. Lè li té fèk parèt, ti misié 
zanmi Pravièl, yo pat fini trò vlé joué ak li. Ou konnin, ti nèg lavil toujou kouè ké yo 
plis pasé ti nèg andéyò. Kou Ti-Jak kasé gnou pias, li kòmansé bay mésié yo manjé 
marinad ak bannann pézé, ou pa fouti konnin ki lès nan yo ki pi bon zanmi li.  
Nan dimanch matin, dépi 7 è, tout ti moun nan kay la paré pou alé lékòl du 
dimanch. Sa frapé Ti-Jak anpil, paské andéyò la kay li, sé a 10 zè yo kòmansé. Sé sa ki fè 
tou, gran kul fini ta, jouk vè midi, midi é démi. Nan apré-midi, té gin match foutbòl, 
tout ti mésié yo alé gadé. Konsa, jounin an pasé san yo pa sonjé si démin té gin 
ékzamin.  
Lindi matin, Ti-Jak ak Pravièl lévé byin fré, apré yo fini manjé, chak moun alé 
jouinn élèv lékòl li, koté li té gin randévou ak yo.  
Bon-Dieu fè dikté a pat trò difisil. Kou Ti-Jak soti, li montré frè Prévilus 
bouyon an. Dépi li ouè ké sé 5 fot li fè, li santi li soulajé, paské sé bagay sa a li té pi pè. 
Nan jédi, lè ékzamin an fini, Ti-Jak rétounin la kay li pou li tann rézulta yo. Min li pat 











 Jou apré-midi sa a, tan an pat paré pou lapli. Té fè cho anpil. Dézius té kouché 
nan ranmak la ap kabicha. Katri-n tap fini kouri fè sou kèk moso rad avan pou li pran 
gnou ti pòz. Ti moun piti yo tap fè jouèt manjé tè anba tonnèl la. Ti-Jak té pati alé ouè 
si kanbann li té tann nan rajé a pat pran kèk ti zòtolan.  
 Konsa, frè Prévilus vini rivé. « Anvi mouri » ti chin an fè tèlman éskandal ké li 
lévé Dézius. Lè ti moun yo rési fè ti chin an alé kouché yo pran gnou chèz nan kay la, 
épi yo fè frè Prévilus vini chita koté Dézius té kouché a.  
 Apré ké mésié yo fini palé sou tout bagay – pri danré ki pa monté ané pasé, 
sézon lapli a ki pap bay anpil dlo – yo viré kozé a sou Ti-Jak.  
Frè Prévilus di : bon ki sa ou gin lidé fè ak Ti-Jak an oktòb la ? Paské jodi a, 
mouin résévoua gnou bon nouvèl, Ti-Jak pasé.  
Dézius réfléchi gnou moman épi li réponn : Lidé-m té di-m lap pasé. Min, sa pa 
fè mouin pi kontan pasé sa, mouin pa konnin ki sa pou mouin fè ak ti nonm nan. Dépi 
lontan léspri mouin ap travay sou sa. Tout moun di sé pou Ti-Jak kontinué pou li pran 
rétorik li. Min mouin mandé-m si sé gnou bon bagay. Anpil ti mésié, kou yo kòmansé 
trò savé, yo trouvé andéyò a trò pitit pou yo. Yo trouvé travay la tè sé travay nèg sòt, yo 
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pito alé chita lavil ap mandé plas nan biro. Nan « Tan pri souplé » sa a, yo fini gaté nèt. 
Lanbision ap tué yo, tout mové transaksion bon pou yo. Lè yo ouè ké yo pap rivé, yo 
rayi tout moun ki dévan yo. Nan lidé pa yo sé « Lajan ki fè lòm » é yo konprann ké 
« Dévan grinbak nan pouin fè bak. » Pasé pou Ti-Jak ta tounin konsa, mouin ta pito 
rétiré li lékòl dépi koul yé a, épi mouin ta fouré li nan travay. Konsa, li pata vini gnou 
nèg léspri, min li ta gnou nèg sérié.  
Frè Prévilus di Dézius, mon chè ou gin rézon. Gin anpil ti mésié ki alé lavil la 
épi ki gaté. Min sa pa di pou sa, ké yo tout gaté. Pi fò nan sa ki tounin mal yo, sé ti 
moun ké manman yo ak papa yo pat chouazi koté pou yo té mété yo. Ti moun nan lagé 
nan vil la tankou bèf nan savann. Tout la jounin, sé pa lékòl yo alé, sé flannin yap 
flannin. Ou pa ouè tou, anpil nan yo désann nan rétorik 6 ou 7 foua, yo pa kapab pasé. 
Epi, sa dépann ki ti moun yo yé. Sé pa jodi a mouin ap travay ak Ti-Jak. Mouin pa 
konnen si mouin tronpé-m, min déja, Ti-Jak sé gnou nèg sérié. Sé ta gnou gro domaj si 
li pa ta kontinué lékòl li. Minm si li pa fini nèt, nou ta fè li rivé jouk nan touazièm. Sé 
pa étudié a ki fè ti moun yo réfizé travay. Nan tan koul yé a, sé moun léspri ki travay 
jadin. Min sa ki fè ti moun yo réfizé tounin vini nan travay la tè, sé édikasion nou ba yo 
lakay. Si dépi ti moun nan piti, pou jouk li vini gran ou pa janm ékaté li nan travay la, 
léspri li ap toujou poté sou travay la tè. Lè li vini gran, sé tou natirèl lap vini nan travay 
li. Sé moun konsa ki pou chanjé léspri li travay latè nan péi a.  
Katri-n ki té suspann pasé pou li té kapab suiv kozé a, di konsa : mouin kouè ké 
sa frè Prévilus di a, sé la vérité. Oui si nou mété Ti-Jak gnou bon koté, la travay, paské 
li pa vagabon.  









 Lè vandrédi apré-midi rivé, sé té gnou souf pou ti moun yo. Sé toujou konsa, 
prémié séminn lékòl toujou parèt pi long pasé tout lòt yo. Gin anpil rézon pou sa. 
Dabò, 3 moua vakans la fè ti moun yo pèdi abitud alé lékòl. Vini jouinn ankò, ti moun 
yo pa ko abitué ak nouvo profésè yo ; pa mandé si sé ti moun ki sòti nan lékòl primè 
pou antré nan lisé. Nan lékòl primè, sé gnou sèl profésè ki fè tout klas la. Min nan lisé 
sé gnou profésè pou chak bagay. Sé sa ki fè tou, sé près tout moua a ké ti moun yo pran 
pou you rékonèt yo. Min bagay ki fè séminn nan parèt pi long, sé zafè liv ak kayé. Bon-
Dieu fè pou Ti-Jak, sa pat pi mal, paské papa li té voyé li ak gnou bon ti kòb pou sa. Liv 
li pat kapab jouinn dézièm min, li achté yo nèf. Li pat manké anyin, li té an fòm pou 
dérapé.  
Dimanch matin, Ti-Jak alé lékòl du dimanch ; rivé li rivé, yo mété li nan klas ti 
moun yo. Klas sa a, sé klas élèv ki fini pran sétifika, ki apé fè brévè ou ki nan lisé. Nan 
klas la gin ti fi, gin ti gason ; sa fè toujou gin gnou plédaj pou konnin nan ki group 
prémié a apé sòti, si sé nan group ti fi yo ou si sé nan group ti gason an. Sa ki té frapé 
Ti-Jak anpil, sé jan ti moun yo alèz ak monitè a. Yo pozé li ninpòt ki késion. Gnou foua 
sé késion ki gin rapò ak léson an, monitè a dakò. Si li pa kapab réponn tou suit, li voyé 
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répons la pou lòt séminn. Nou konnin ké nan lisé yo, kozé komunis sé kozé ki palé 
anpil. Sa fè, ti moun yo toujou ap vini ak késion sou kozé sa a. Sé pa tou lé jou ti moun 
yo pozé késion ki intérésan, gin dé jou, késion yo pa gin sans. Min gen dé jou, késion 
yo bèl, ti moun yo konprann ké yo pral mélé monitè a, lè yo rivé, yo ouè sé li ki mélé 
yo.  
Nan klas la, gin gnou ti madmouazèl yo rélé Maguerite Laplas, ki apé fè klas 
sizièm li tou. Li intélijan anpil, yo di dépi li piti li toujou prémié. Papa li gin gnou bèl 
boutik sou maché a. Nan klas la, tout ti moun yo rélé li Mago. Kou monitè a mandé 
gnou késion ou si li bézouin gnou chèz ou ninpòt ki lòt bagay, sé Mago ki toujou 
réponn prézan. Lé dimanch apré-midi nan réunion jénès, lé samdi nan réunion gid, sé 
Mago ki toujou ap kòmandé. Prémié foua Ti-Jak ouè li, li pat kapab subi li, tank li té 
trouvé li gran dizè. Min apré lè li vini abitué ak li, li ouè sé karaktè Mago ki konsa. Sé 
moun ki, sa li ap fè, sé li lap okipé. Li pap viv pou moun, li pa tankou lòt ti moun yo, ki 
ront tout bagay. Si yo ap vini légliz, yo pa vlé maché ak Bib nan la ru a pou moun pa di 
yo sé potéstan. Yo pa ta vlé pozé gnou késion pou monitè a ri. Mago li pa konnin bagay 
konsa, li karé karé kou gnou brik savon.  
Sé sa ki fè chak foua Ti-Jak alé nan vakans, li toujou apé bay manman li ti kozé 













 Lè gnou ti moun pa nan zafè manké lékòl, réfè ékzamin, doublé klas, istoua 
rétorik, filozofi pa problèm pou li. Sé konsa pou Ti-Jak, ané yo té pasé tankou dlo kap 
koulé lariviè. Lè li rivé nan rétorik, li pat minm ouè ki lè tan an pasé. Sa ki té ba li gnou 
ti kè kasé, sé istoua, chak ané gin gnou pakèt ti moun ki alé épi ki pa pasé.  
 Gnou dimanch apré-midi, tout ti moun yo, ti fi kou ti gason, té réuni pou 
éléksion komité la jénès. Apré réunion an, kòm yo té chouazi Mago pou trézoriè, Ti-
Jak alé fè li konpliman. Pandan yap kozé yo rivé sou zafè rétorik la. Ti-Jak di konsa, 
nan tout bagay la, sé fizik la ak chimi an mouin pi pè. Pou lòt matiè yo, nan pouin 
problèm. Mago réponn li : fizik la pa pi difisil, si ou bon nan matématik, sé pou ou 
konprann fizik la tou. Si ou vlé, ou mèt vini répasé ak nou lé samdi apré-midi. Paské sé 
jou sa a mouin minm, Mari, ak Ti-Piè nou étudié ansanm. Si ou vini, sa ta fè nou kat.  
Dépi lè sa, chak samdi dépi Ti-Jak fini manjé, li pasé chaché Ti-Piè épi yo alé 
étudié la kay Mago.  
Kan konsa, manman Mago mété machi-n li sou gnou ti tab anba galéri a. Tout 
tan li ap koud, lap chanté kantik. Ti moun yo minm, yo kroké tablo yo anba fénèt 
kuizi-n nan épi yo chita nan lonbraj pié sirouèl la. Malgré ké li apé koud, Madan 
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Laplas, toujou ap suiv sa ti moun yo apé fè. Li obsèvé kè dépi Ti-Jak ap vini étudié ak ti 
moun yo, bagay la vini pi sérié. Chank foua odians vlé gaté travay la, sé Ti-Jak ki mété 
lòd nan kozé a. Sa fè Madanm nan vini rinmin Ti-Jak anpil. Sutou, li té toujou anvi gen 
gnou pitit gason. Kou ti moun yo fini travay, « la mè » pa janm blié kité gnou ti bagay 
glasé pou yo ; ju korosòl, sitronad, ju grénadi-n, kola, ju melon ou byin tou li kité dous 
ju-kòk ou kòk-gragé.  
Sé sa ki fè, ké koul yé a, lè Ti-Jak ap répasé bagay sa yo nan tèt li, kè li vini séré 
anpil, paské sé pi bèl ané li pasé nan vil la.  
 Malgré ékzamin yo pat difisil, sé pa anpil ti moun ki té pasé. Nan ti group ki tap 
étudié la kay Mago a, sé Mago ak Ti-Jak sèlman ki té réusi.  
 Ti-Jak pat gin lidé alé kou lékòl fèmin, jou yo bay rézilta ékzamin yo, Katri-n 
voyé nouvèl bay Ti-Jak pou di li rantré, paské Dézius malad. Lè Ti-Jak rivé, li tou sézi 
ouè ki jan papa li malad. Katri-n di li konsa, sak fè li pat voyé di li sa pi bon-è, sé pou li 
pat kontrarié li nan ékzamin yo.  
 Dézius minm pa ta si mal, si li té pran sa pi bon-è. Min ou konnin, abitan 
toujou tann, sé lè bagay gaté pou li chaché chémin doktè. Pou kòmansé, bagay la pat si 
gro. Nan koupé boua koton, gnou chouk antré nan talon pié li. Kòm frè Prévilus té fè 
gnou ti pansman, sa pat maché pi mal. Min dé toua jou, kou pié kòmansé bon, li alé 
nan rouzé, frédi antré ladann. Jouk la toujou, sa pa ta pi mal. Min, Dézius réfizé alé la 
kay doktè, li déklaré ké si li pa la, travay la pap maché.  
  Kou Ti-Jak vini, tout bagay antré nan lòd. Kòm Dézius gin konfians nan pitit 
la, li kité tout bagay sou kont li épi li alé lopital. Min kòm nou déja konprann, li té trò 









Gin dé moun ki gin karaktè yo tou dròl. Yo pa janm kontan sa yo gingnin. Yo 
toujou trouvé zafè lòt pi bon pasé pa yo. Moun konsa toujou ap viv nan lalu-n. Si yo 
lavil, yo trouvé andéyò ta pi bon. Kou yo andéyò yo mandé alé lavil. Piti piti yo vini 
inposib, yo rann tèt yo mizérab paské yo égri. Nan pouin angnin ki fè yo plézi, yo rayi 
tout bagay.  
Bon-Dieu fè, Ti-Jak pa konsa. Sé gnou jinn gason ki toujou viv nan réalité la vi 
a. Sa pa di li pa rinmin lavil la. Lè li la, li pran liv nan bibliotèk légliz la, paské li rinmin 
li. Gin dé lè li sonjé réunion la jénès yo. Sé toujou gnou okazion pou li chanjé kèk 
pansé ak lòt ti mésié yo. Li konnin sonjé lavil la anpil. Paské nan lavil la, gin gnou 
moun ki okupé gnou gro plas nan kè li. Nan lavil la, gin Mago ké li pa kapab blié.  
Min, sa pat di pou sa li té kité chagrin dominin li. Li tèlman gin aktivité pandan 
la jounin an, ké li pa minm gin tan pou li sonjé bagay konsa. Dépi Dézius té kouché 
lopital la, sé li minm ki té okupé tout bagay sou bitasion an. Bèf pou tiré, zannimo pou 
bay manjé, travay jadin pou kontrolé ak moun ki apé vann jounin, suvéyé arozaj pou 
pa pèdi lè dlo. Dépi 5 è, tout moun sou pié, pou jouk asouè. Sé sèlman lè labru-n ap 
tonbé ké Ti-Jak pran gnou ti souf. Lè sa a, li pran savon li, li voyé sèvièt li sou kou li, 
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épi li pran chémin la riviè pou li alé bingnin. Tout tan lap maché, lap souflé gnou ti 
kantik ou gnou romans. Sé gnou lè ki tris anpil andéyò. Tout zouazo ap volé chaché 
koté nich yo yé pou yo pasé la nuit la. Krapo ak zandolit kòmansé ap fè éskandal. 
Souvan Ti-Jak pèdi nèt nan réfléksion li. Sé lè ti moun yo ki ap soti nan dlo di li konsa : 
« Bonsoua Mésié Jak ». Sé lè sa a, li tounin nan la réalité. Li tou sézi ouè ké tan Ti-Jak la 
pasé, sé gnou lòt tan ki kòmansé.  
Lè Katri-n alé ouè Dézius nan lopital la, li di konsa : « Ou pa bézouin ap bay tèt 
ou traka, tout bagay maché tankou sé ou té la. Sé gnou sèl bagay, mandé Bon-Dieu pou 
ou géri avan lékòl louvri, paské san Ti-Jak, mouin pa konnin ki jan pou mouin ta fè. » 
Dézius tèlman kontan, ké lè Katri-n alé, li kòmansé rakonté lòt malad yo ki jan Bon-


















Lè vakans fini, Ti-Jak kité tout bagay pou li rétounin alé kontinué lékòl li. Jou 
rivé pou li pati a, li lévé tris anpil. Dézius pat ko fini réfè nèt, li té santi ké travay la ta 
pral soufri. Malgré sa, li té gin gnou ti kè kontan. Paské lavil la li té gin gnou moun ké li 
pat ouè dépi lontan.  
 Lè gnou jinn gason ap soti nan ti moun pou li antré nan gran moun, li toujou 
gin anpil gro problèm ki pozé dévan li. Problèm sa yo, li oblijé ékzaminin yo avan li 
pran gnou désizion. Paské sé sa gnou moun désidé nan jénès li ki gouvènin tout lavil.  
 Avan Dézius té tonbé malad la, Ti-Jak pat janm sonjé démin. Li té toujou viv 
tankou si papa li tap toujou la pou okupé-l. Min dépi papa li té kouché lopital la, sé pat 
minm kozé. Tan zan tan, lidé sa a té vini nan léspri li : « Si Dézius ta vini mouri, ki sa 
pou-l ta fè ? » 
Jou sa a, pandan li ap voyajé, minm lidé sa a vini nan léspri li. Sété gnou gro 
kozé pou li. Nan lidé pa li, pi bèl jan pou li ta ranjé la vi li, sé pou li ta kapab aprann 
gnou travay tankou dantis, li ta monté gnou klinik ki pèmèt li viv nan lavil la. Konsa li 
ta marié ak gnou bèl ti fi, yo ta gin gnou ménaj ki ta viv san problèm. Min chak kou 
lidé sa a vini nan léspri li, bèl ti fi a sé toujou yon ti fi ki sanblé anpil ak Mago.  
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Maladi Dézius la té tankou li té vini révéyé li nan dòmi. Nan mété min li nan 
travay, li vini pran konsians. Chak foua késion an vini nan tèt li : « Si Dézius pata 
kapab travay ankò, ki sa ou ta fè ? » Sé tankou si gnou moun ta palé ak li, sé konsa 
répons vini : « Si Dézius ta mouri ou byin si li pa ta kapab travay, ou tou ouè sa pou ou 
ta fè… Ou minm, ou gin tan pran ti bagay, min lòt ti moun yo pa ko jouinn angnin. 
Katri-n pa kapab pou kont li. Ki koté pou ou ta jouinn lajan pou kontinué alé lékòl. Si 
Dézius pa ta la, fòk sé tounin pou ou ta tounin vini travay sou bitasion an. » 
Sa ki pi rèd pou Ti-Jak, li pat ouè nan solusion sa a, plas pou gnou bèl ti fi. Kou 
sé istoua vini kontinué travay papa li a, li té oblijé rétiré Mago nèt nan kozé a. Sa té fè li 
tris anpil.  
Bon-Dieu fè Dézius té la toujou, sa li ap pansé a, sé pa bagay ki ko apé vini. Sé 
sa ki té fè li réprann kouraj. Rantré li rantré lavil la, gnou kè kontan pran li. Paské li 
















Jou dimanch sa a, sé té la vèy lékòl louvri. Kòm lékòl du dimanch pat ko 
réprann, sé sèlman gran kul ki té gingnin.  
Dépi granm ti matin, Mago lévé, li fè toualèt li bròdè, li alé légliz avan tout 
moun. Sa frapé manman li anpil, paské dépi kòmansman vakans la, sé difisilman yo té 
rivé fè Mago pa an réta pou légliz. Min kòm nan bagay konsa léspri gran moun lou, li 
pat suspèk angnin.  
Lè lamè rivé légliz la, kòm li pa jouinn plas nan ban dévan yo li alé chita jouk 
déyè. Koté li chita a, li ouè tou sa ki ap pasé dévan. Sé konsa li ouè Mago san pozision 
sou ban an. Tout tan lap viré gadé nan pòt ki nan do li a. Chak foua li viré, li gin gnou 
kè kontan sou figu li. Sa chipoté lamè tèlman ké li oblijé panché, pou li ka ouè ki moun 
ki intérésé pitit li a konsa. Li te sézi ouè ké sé Misié Jak ki kanpé nan pozision Manzè 
Mago ap plédé gadé a.  
Madanm Laplas pa di angnin, apré kul, li kité Ti-Jak akonpagné Mago mété 
jouk dévan pòt la. Rivé la, yo kozé kont kozé yo. Lè tout moun pral mété yo a tab, sé lè 
sa a yo séparé.  
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Nan apré-midi, lè tout moun fini manjé, lépè Laplas pran dòmèz li, li alé 
kouché anba ti pié sirouèl ki bò kuizi-n nan. Lamè minm mété dodi-n li tou kolé ak 
dòmèz la, épi yo kòmansé kozé. Nan kozé, kozé, yo rivé sou Mago. Manman an di 
konsa : « Pandan nou la a, map profité pou mouin pozé Mago gnou ti késion. Paské 
mouin ta vlé ou tandé sa lap réponn. » Konsa, li rélé Mago ki té kouché sou ti divan 
sou galéri a ap li gnou liv. Lè li vini, li di li konsa : « Matin an, mouin ouè ou san 
posizision nan légliz la, mouin ouè sé Misié Jak ki viré tèt ou konsa. Pandan papa ou la 
a, mouin ta vlé pou ou di-m ki sa ki gin nan sa ? » 
Mago tèlman sézi, ké jénou li pran tranblé kaka kaka. Li pa di krik, sèlman li 
bésé tèt li épi li kòmansé déchiré gnou ti fèy rézin li té raché lè li tap pasé anba tonnèl 
la.  
Lépè minm ki té kouché, lévé chita, li gadé Mago épi li di konsa : « Apa ou pa 
réponn manman ou, gin lè sa li ouè a sé byin sa. »  
Pandan gnou bon ti moman, tout moun rété san palé. Apré sa, lamè pran san li, 
li fè dodi-n li fè kèk do alé, do vini épi li di konsa : « Mago chè, Ti-Jak sé gnou ti gason 
ké mouin aprésié anpil. Chak foua li vini étudié isit la, mouin toujou ap gadé jan li sé 
gnou moun sérié. Min sa pa di sa fòk ou rinmin ak li. Lè gnou moun rinmin gnou lòt, 
sé nan éspoua ké gnou jou ya marié. Pou ou minm ak Ti-Jak, sé pa gnou bagay ki 
posib. Si sé té gnou ti moun lavil la, nou ta kapab ba li gnou ti kou zépòl pou li établi li. 
Min si sé pou ou minm ou suiv li nan rajé kote li soti a, sa pap kapab. »  
Mago minm ki té tou ap chèché gnou jan pou li fè kozé a suspann, di konsa, 
« Manman, ou alé vit oui nan kozé sa a. Ti maléré a pa janm kozé paròl konsa ak 
mouin. Epi tou, li pa ko minm konnin ki sa lap fè apré filozofi a. Sèlman, si papa-m vlé 
nou…… » Li pa gin tan fini di sa li tap di a, konsa gnou étranjé vini rivé, yo oblijé viré 








Dépi apré jou dimanch sa a, Mago chèché tout jan pou li pa rankontré Ti-Jak. 
Sé sa ki fè ké kou li ap alé ou ap soti lékòl, li toujou maché ak gnou ti zanmi ki rété nan 
minm katié ak li. Konsa, minm si Ti-Jak vini maché ak yo, pa gin fil pou di piès ti kozé.  
 Lè sa chipoté Ti-Jak tròp, gnou bon jou, li ékri Mago gnou lèt. Ladann, li voyé 
mandé li, pouki sa dépi vakans la, tout bagay chanjé. Li ta rinmin konnen ki sa ki 
gingin.  
 Mago réponn li gnou bèl ti lèt, li voyé di li konsa, angnin pa chanjé. Min kòm 
filozofi sé klas ki pa fasil, li oblijé ap travay anpil pou li pa koulé nan ékzamin yo.  
 Ti-Jak ki nèg fin, tou santi ké istoua ékzamin, sé pa ko kozé a sa.  
 Chak samdi, Mago toujou alé nan boutik papa li a bay gnou kout min. Lè li ap 
rétounin apré-midi, li toujou pou kont li.  
Gnou jou samdi apré-midi, Ti-Jak alé bò maché a. Kou Mago dérapé, li alé 
jouinn madmouazèl la. Lè Mago ouè Ti-Jak ap vini, kè li kasé kap. Min li té byin 
kontan, paské dépi kèk tan li pat gin somèy ak lidé ti nèg la.  
Rivé Ti-Jak rivé, li pa pèdi tan ap chaché mo, karéman li di li konsa : « Mago, 
pouki sa dépi lékòl louvri, ou réfizé palé ak mouin ? » 
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Mago di li konsa : « Piga ou konprann ké sé pou lòt bagay mouin pa chaché 
palé ak ou. Ou konnin pa janm manké fèzè nan péi a. Gnou pakèt moun alé di 
manman-m ké ou rinmin ak mouin. Gran moun nan minm fè kozé a tounin gnou 
pakèt afè. Kòm sé gnou bagay ki pa posib… » 
Ti-Jak pa minm ba li tan pou li fini di sa li tap di a. Li koupé li la paròl épi li di : 
« Pouki sa sé gnou bagay ki pa posib ? » 
Mago réponn li : « Ou pa ko konnin ki sa ou va fè lè oua fini. Ou pa ko konnin 
si sé isit ou si sé laba oua viv. Kòm manman-m di, lè gnou moun rinmin gnou lòt, sé 
nan éspoua ké gnou jou ya marié. »  
Lè Ti-Jak tandé sa Mago di a, li si tèlman sézi, ké li pa di gnou mo. Mago 
kontinué palé, épi li di li konsa : « Apa ou pa réponn Ti-Jak, gin lè ou pa ta rinmin viv 
isit. Ou ta pito rétounin alé nan péi moun ou yo ? » 
Ti-Jak réfléchi gnou ti moman épi li di konsa : « Ki sa ki gingnin si gnou moun 
alé viv andéyò ? » 
Mago réponn : « Mouin pa di ké viv andéyò gin angnin. Min, la ba a pa gin piès 
bagay. Pa gin moun nan laru. Sé pa minm bagay ak isit la. Isit la, ou jouinn tou sa ou 
bézouin pou viv. »  
Ti-Jak réponn li : « Sé paské ou sé moun isit ki fè ou palé konsa. Mouin minm 
mouin pa kapab palé tankou ou palé a. Si jodi a, mouin rivé koté mouin yé a, sé paské 
papa-m ak manman-m chita andéyò a ap travay. Koul yé a, papa fini gran moun, li pa 
kapab travay ankò, sé sou mouin li konté pou vini édé li ak lòt ti moun yo ki pa ko prèt 
pou fini ak lékòl… Li pa fasil pou gnou moun fè sa li pito. Pi souvan, li oblijé fè sa li 
doué fè. Sa ou di a, sé gnou bèl bagay : vini rété lavil…Min… » 
Mago pa kité li di plus, li koupé li la paròl, épi li di : « Kouté Ti-Jak, si sé isit ou 
vlé viv, papa gin anpil jan pou li édé nou. Li gin kay, li gin tout bagay. Min si sé pou 
andéyò a, li pap janm dakò. 
Lè sa a, léspri Ti-Jak té déja byin louin, sa Mago tap di a pat pi intérésé li. Min 
déja li té santi gnou bagay ki té déchiré nan li, paské li té santi ké Mago pat kapab 
konprann li. 




 Rétouinin Ti-Jak rétounin soti nan vakans Pak la, li té gnou ti jan tris. Li té 
gingnin gnou késion ki té toumanté li anpil. Li pat kapab dòmi dépi li ouè jan Dézius 
bésé.  
 Dépi opérasion pié a, sa pat maché minm sou bitasion an. Katri-n pa di angnin 
malgré ké li santi ki jan Ti-Jak ta édé yo. Li té toujou di konsa, ké sé pa li-minm ki pou 
kontrarié pitit la. Chak foua moun yo nan vouazinaj la di li konsa : « Pouki sa ou pa fè 
Ti-Jak rétounin vini édé ou ? » Li toujou réponn yo : « Tout nan min li, rès la nan kè 
li. » - « Si li vini ma byen kontan, min si li pa vlé, sé pa mouin ki pou fòsé-l. » 
Kòm Ti-Jak sé gnou ti nèg ki té obsèvé tout bagay, li pat bézouin Katri-n palé, 
pou li té déviné ki té lidé-l. Sé sa ki fè ké dépi li rétounin, tout tan lidé-l sou moun yo.  
Plus ané a ap avansé, sé plus kozé a dominin-l. Gin dé lè, li di konsa ké pi bon 
jan pou li konnin sa pou-l fè, sé pou li tann lè yo fini bay rézulta ékzamin. Si li pasé, 
nan pouin istoua rétounin alé antéré tèt li nan rajé a. Si li pa pasé, sé tou naturèl li va 
rétounin alé jouinn moun yo.  
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Min chak foua li fini rézonnin konsa, li pa santi-l alèz, li tankou li tandé gnou 
voua ki di li konsa : « Si sé ékzamin ki pou désidé pou ou, sé kòm si sé pa ou minm ki 
désidé. » Piti piti li vini tris, paské té gin gnou batay ki tap fèt nan li-minm.  
Gnou jou apré-midi, lékòl té fini lagé dépi lontan. Min kòm Ti-Jak té bézouin 
ékri gnou lèt, li té rété byin ta nan klas la pou kont li. Lè li sòti, li kòmansé suiv kanivo 
a, san li pa okupé ki sa ki nan laru a. Pandan li ap maché, konsa li tandé gnou boui pié 
nan do li. Li pantan, lè li viré, li ouè sé Mago ki tap vini. San li pa di angnin, Mago 
éspliké-l ké li soti mezuré gnou rad la kay matant li. Min kòm Ti-Jak kontinué pa palé, 
Mago di li konsa : « Dépi ou rétounin soti nan vakans la, mouin pa tandé boui ou 
minm, ki sa ki gingnin ?...moun ou yo byin ?... ». Ti-Jak réponn li gnou ti jan sèk : « Ak 
Bon-Dieu, yo pa pi mal. » Mago di li konsa : « O, pouki sa ou réponn mouin gnou jan 
frèt konsa, gin lè dépi dènié foua nou té palé a, ou kinbé-m nan kè, paské mouin di ké 
sé isit ki gin la vi. »  
Paròl sa a, pito Mago pat janm di li. Tankou gnou kout fouèt révéyé gnou moun 
nan dòmi, sé konsa kozé a révéyé Ti-Jak. Jan Ti-Jak sé nèg ki gin gro san, si sé té gnou 
lòt lè, li ta bay Mago répons la. Min jou sa a, kozé a té trò grav. Li santi ké sa li pral 
réponn Mago a, sé gnou angajman li pral pran pou la vi.  
Sé pou tèt sa li pran san li épi li di konsa : « Mago, ou gin rézon, andéyò pa fèt 
pou ou. La vi la ba a pa minm ak sa isit la. Sé moun ki fèt andéyò ki kapab konprann la 
vi andéyò. Map di ou tout la vérité, sé pa rinmin mouin rinmin viv la ba a. Min 
konprann ké gnou moun pa mèt tèt li pou li fè sa li vlé. Si jodi a, mouin kapab palé 
avèk ou, sé paské gnou pakèt moun ki té sakrifié yo pou mouin. Min koul yé a, mouin 
santi ké lè ya vini pou-m rémèt yo sa té fè pou mouin. Mago, dépi prémié jou mouin 
rankontré ou, kè-m kasé. Mouin rinmin ou anpil, min fòk ou konprann ké sé pa nou-
minm ki chouazi, sé Bon-Dieu ki bay… » 
Ti-Jak tèlman palé ké yo gin tan rivé dévan pòt la san yo pa ouè sa. Lè sa a, 
Mago pa di angnin, pasé li lévé jé-l, li gadé Ti-Jak. Min li pat bézouin palé, paské nan jé 
li, tout tèt chajé li té parèt… 
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Ti-Jak kasé gnou ti flè bougin vilié ki té parèt nan lantouraj la, épi pandan li ap 
joué ak li, li rékòmansé palé : « Mago, gin gnou jou ou tap palé ak mouin, ou té di-m ké 
sé gnou bagay ki inposib…Jou sa a, mouin té vlé manjé ou, paské mouin pat ko ouè la 
vérité a…Min jodi a, sé mouin minm ki di ou ké sé gnou bagay ki inposib…Sé kouazé 
sèlman chémin la vi nou ap kouazé, min yo pap janm rankontré, paské nou pap fè 
minm rout… » 
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Kesyon pou fè analiz nan klas 
1.) Kijan ou t’ap dekri pèsonaj Ti-Jak? Ki kalite li genyen lakay li? Èske pèsonaj li 
chanje nan istwa sa?  
2.) Ki pwoblèm ki genyen nan lavi andeyò e lavi nan lavil la? Ki esperyans ou 
genyen nan de kote sa yo? Ki kote ou plis renmen?  
3.) Kijan Carrié Paultre prezante epòk jeun yo ak epòk ansyen yo nan liv sa? Kijan 
relasyon Ti-Jak te ye ak paran li e kisa sa te fè li? 
4.) Ki enpòtans lafwa genyen nan fanmiy Ti-Jak? Aprè tout sa’w te li, kisa’w panse 
Carrié Paultre panse sou levanjil ak vodou?  
5.) Nou wè nan istwa ke yon gwo pwoblèm kapab chanje anpil bagay; lè papa li fin 
tonbe malad, panse Ti-Jak yo chanje. Èske gen yon moman nan vi’w ki te 
chanje jan ou wè lavi a? Ki leson ou te aprann nan moman sa?  
6.) Si ou ta nan plas Ti-Jak, eske ou t’ap pran menm desizyon, ou byen yon lòt? 
Poukisa? Ki bagay ki pi enpòtan pou yon moun pran yon desizyon ki serye?  
7.) Si’w ta vle ekri yon liv menm jan ak Carrié Paultre, èske’w t’ap ekri yon istwa 
sou lavi’w ou byen yon ki pa vre? Ki leson ou ta renmen bay nan istwa pa’w a ? 
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Notes sur cette édition revue et corrigée 
Il y a quelques fautes accidentelles et des manques d’homogénéité dans l’orthographe 
de quelques paroles dans l’édition originale de cette nouvelle et j’ai essayé de les 
corriger dans cette édition sans compromettre la représentation fidèle de l’œuvre. Pour 
ceux qui sont intéressés, la liste suivante détaille les corrections d’orthographe que j’ai 
faites : 
 
Corrections d’orthographe : 
 
• Parfois Paultre écrit « Sé » et parfois il écrit « Sè » pour le verbe créole qui 
signifie « être ». Comme Paultre emploie la plupart du temps l’orthographe 
« sé » plus tout au long de la nouvelle, et considérant que « sé » a été le choix le 
plus professionnel selon l’orthographe du créole par McConnell en 1940, j’ai 
changé « sè » à « sé » pour maintenir l’homogénéité de l’orthographe dans le 
texte. 
• De la même manière, on voit « té » et « te » dans le texte original, mais j’ai 
choisi d’utiliser « té » tout au long de la nouvelle pour être consistant avec 
l’orthographe de l’époque.  
• Dans le dernier paragraphe du chapitre 10, Paultre a écrit le verbe qui signifie 
chercher « chèché » et dans le premier paragraphe du chapitre 11 il l’a écrit 
« chaché ». J’ai changé l’orthographe dans le chapitre 11 pour maintenir 
l’orthographe « chèché », qui est plus en accord avec l’orthographe de l’époque.  
• Parfois Paultre écrit « la vil la » et parfois il écrit « lavil la ». J’ai changé 
l’orthographe à « lavil la » pour plus de cohérence tout au long de la nouvelle.  
• Parfois Paultre écrit « aprè-midi » et parfois il écrit « apré-midi ». J’ai changé 
l’orthographe à « apré-midi » pour plus de cohérence parce que Paultre utilise 
l’accent aigu pour cette parole plus qu’il n’utilise l’accent grave.  
• Parfois Paultre écrit « soti » et parfois il écrit « sòti ». Ici encore, j’ai utilisé 
« soti » parce que c’est l’orthographe que Paultre utilise le plus souvent.  
 
À part ces corrections d’orthographe, la seule correction que j’ai faite au contenu du 
texte se trouve en chapitre 7, dans la première phrase du huitième paragraphe, où 
apparemment par hasard Paultre a écrit le nom Prévilus au lieu de Dézius en parlant 
de l’accident du père de Ti-Jak. J’ai changé Prévilus à Dézius selon mon étude du 
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